
SOLUZIONE SILENCE: THE WHISPERED WORLD 
 
Chapter  One 
 
Calm down Renie down Reni 

 
When the siblings will get into the bunker, choose whatever dialogue options you want. 
Then click orange lampshade - you can do this twice (Shadow on the wall achievement). 
The girl will be still crying. Trying to turn on TV won't be a good idea either. 
 
Take red marbles (on the bed, on the right from Renie, near the donkey). Cursor will turn 
into marbles shape - drag it and overlay both symbols (cursor and marbles) and left-click. 
When the girl will say that her brother doesn't look like Sadwick, take donkey head and talk 
with her again.  
 
Now is time for Spot - take a green sock which is hanging on the bracket on the left. Then 
Noah needs a crown - use lampshade. As a crystal ball use lamp bulb. Finally 
open wardrobe above the washbasin (on the right from lamp) and click the mirror which is 
on the inner door of the wardrobe. 

 
Get out from the bunker and go further 

 
After explosion click the concrete slab which is crushing Noah. Press and hold LPM and 
steadily move the mouse into the indicated direction (to the right). Then throw away 
another concrete slab (click it and move the cursor up) which is on the bottom of the 
screen.  
 
Noah will find the sock which he used to pretending Spot (pick it up) and take hidden 
inside an egg. Finally twice try to turn off the TV, and when that doesn't work, just kick it 
(you need to do this, to get achievement). Take a hammer which is lying near the lamp (on 
the left) and use it to break the TV (drag it and overlay both hammer symbols). Climb 
through the rubble. 
 
Being outside, jump down from the circus wagon on the clock, and then on the globe. 
Move the mouse in the opposite direction to Noah's tilt. Try to help him keep his balance 
until the contour of circle won't be all white. (If you falls in this balance check three times - 
or other one - or once but in every balance check in this game - you will get Artistic 
foolachievement).  
 
When the boy will be close to the planet clockwork, click the armor and move the cursor to 
the left to take it. Then jump on the planet clockwork and go to the rails on the left. 
 
When you will hear a voice saying to hide, choose quickly (before the white bar of the 
circle's contour disappear) second dialogue option. (In other case you will die which is 
necessary to get the achievement; if you die twice in a row, you will get To err is 
human...achievement). 
 

Join Kyra 
 
Because Noah can't climb up like Kyra did a moment before, he needs to push something 
under the stone wall to make climbing easier. Go to the left and click big statue's head. Try 



to push it to the right - that won't work but Noah will think about Spot and his abilities. 
Because Spot is now an egg, try to break the egg by cracking it on the statue's head. 
Come back through the brushwood to the former location (right bottom corner). 
 
There you can see a small animal called Furball which is sitting in the nest (near the stone 
wall). Try to give it the egg, but Furball won't like this idea. Go to the left (back to the 
Worm) and click worm which is inside the hole in the ground. When Furball will try to eat 
the worm, put the Spot egg into an empty nest. 
 
Click new-born caterpillar, move the cursor over Spot and drag while pressing the mouse 
button while moving the cursor down to access Spot's flat form. Use Flat Spot on 
the statue's head to make him crawl underneath it. Move the cursor over Spot and drag 
upwards while pressing the mouse button to activate his balloon form. Climb up the cliff. 

 
Destroy the bridge 

 
After conversation with Kyra, when she asks you for help, click bomb parts. Do this once 
again and press LPM until the circle's contour won't be all white. (If you already, after you 
click the bomb for the first time, hold LPM as long as Kyra fix the bomb, you will 
get Handyman achievement).  
 
If you say yes when Kyra asks you about priming the bomb, click the bomb and drag 
cursor to the right (Demolition expert achievement). (If you not decide to prime the bomb, 
you will get Pacifist achievement).  
 
If you want to know more about situation in Silence talk with Kyra so many times as she 
starts to repeat herself. Bridge is still here, so take a noise ball (on the bridge, Fire in the... 
nevermindachievement).  
 
Click also flying crab which is sitting on the small dyke. Go downstairs to Spot and then 
back to the Worm (to the left). (You can use Spot on three flowers on the left and three 
mushrooms - it is necessary to do to get the achievement). Pull out the wormtooth, by 
moving the cursor to the right (Open up wide achievement). 
 
When Noah will cut himself, run through the brushwood near the waterfall and click 
the puddle. (You can show Spot the fartshroom on the bottom of the screen - it is 
necessary to do to get the achievement). Then use Spot on the puddle and 
click fartshroom.  
 
When it grows, sit Spot on it. (Before Spot jump on the wet fartshroom, you can use Flat 
and Balloon Spot on the fartshroom which is necessary to do to get the achievement. If 
you click farthshroom ten times to let it fart, you will get Fartjokes! achievement). Climb up 
the cliff and go to Kyra. 
 
Click several times bomb parts - you can't let Kyra to detonate it. (You can use Spot on 
Kyra twice which is necessary to do to get the achievement). Use Spot on the left 
grommet of bridge chain.  
 
Make Balloon Spot before the time ends (before the white contour of the circle will 
disappear; in other case you will die which is necessary to do to get the achievement). 
 



Chapter  Two 
 
Free Horus and Samuel 

 
When Renie and Samuel will come to the clearing, look at the carnivorous plant which has 
caught Horus, bird which is a messenger of rebels. When the plant will catch also Sam, hit 
it several times (you can also kick it which is necessary to do to get the achievement). 
Sam and Renie will find out that they need something which has a bitter taste. 
 
Try berries from the bush on the right (click the bush and move cursor down). 
Unfortunately, the berries aren't bitter. Try also mushrooms (in the middle of the screen; if 
Renie tastes them several times - as long as she passes out, you will get Keep away from 
children achievement), zoom out and go through the roots to the right. 
 
There notice a honey tick (on the plant). Click it - on the ground will appear hot honey. 
Notice another berry bush (on the right). Use masks lying near the tar pit to build a bridge 
(take one mask, cursor will turn into mask shape - drag it and overlay both symbols (cursor 
and mask on the tar pit) and left-click.  
 
Go through the bridge and help Renie keep her balance until the contour of circle won't be 
all white. Shake berry bush (by pressing LPM move cursor to the right and to the left). Try 
to pick up a berry from the ground - if the fish will be faster than you, shake the berry bush 
once again. (If the fish three times will be quicker than Renie, you will get  
 
Do not feed the fish! achievement. If before eating the bitter berry Renie will try to eat 
everything she can - cursor in the shape of tongue - sweet mushrooms berries, wet moss, 
big skull, and tar in the hole, you will get Haute cuisineachievement).The berry is bitter so 
shake the bush again and take three berries. 
 
Now kick small skull (it is necessary to do to get the achievement) and take 
knight's helmet which was hidden inside. Use the helmet on the hot honey (orange fumy 
stain in the middle of the screen). (If you pour a little bit of honey on the swamp and set 
this on fire, you will get I didn't do it achievement.  
 
To get this achievement you can also use the mask on the honey but you need to do this 
before you pick up the helmet). Go back to Sam, you need something that burns well. 
Click the plug (middle of the clearing). Pour the hot honey on the swamp gas. 
 
Go to the right and notice moss (below roots). Go back to Sam and put the helmet 
with water on the fire. Use the extract on the carnivorous plant. Finally, try to 
catch Horus to take away from him a message from Janus. 
 
Save Kyra 
 
When Noah and Kyra will come to the honey tree, talk with Kyra and give her leg up (move 
cursor up). If you click Horus, you will come back to Renie. (If you use on honey tree Flat 
Spot, you will see a bug hidden behind the roots - which is necessary to get the 
achievement. Also you can kick a flower root which is necessary to get the achievement.  
You can use Spot on this root which is necessary to get the achievement.  
 
You can use Flat Spot on the hole as a bridge which is necessary to get the achievement. 



Also you can hit the tree by throwing Balloon Spot onto it and use normal Spot on secret 
message from Janus which is necessary to get the achievement). Then talk with Kyra 
again and kick the honey tree (it is necessary to do to get the achievement). Do this 
several times - the effect will be unexpected. 
 
After Kyra's disappearing, click honey tree to make Noah and Spot show themselves. 
Notice hole on the left and go underground. 
 
(If you just after entering the hole ask Spot to come back, you will get Summit 
attemptachievement but only when Spot was trying earlier to climb up honey tree). 
 
In the queen bee's hole click Spot and ask him to jump above the queen's tentacles. Click 
Spot once again and ask him to royal jelly (on the ground, on the right side). Then use 
Jelly Bee Spot on tentacles or queen bee. When queen will be calmed down, go to the 
right.  
 
Kyra is hanging in the cocoon on the right, but there is a gap under it (if you look into this 
abyss, you will get Wooooow! achievement), so you need Spot's help once again. 
 
Click Spot and make him Flat Spot, then use him to make a bridge (click Spot on the gap). 
Click bridge and try to jump (move cursor down) to catch the cocoon - it's too high. Leave 
the bridge and use Spot to calm down the queen by asking him at first to drink royal jelly. 
Leave the hole (to the left). 
 
Being outside notice root with blossom (below the tree). Come back to the hole and stay 
on the left side. Click Jelly Bee Spot and use him royal jelly. Change him into Flat Spot and 
use as a bridge on the gap. Go outside.  
 
Click root with blossom and move it up. Go once again into the hole, when Spot will calm 
down the queen, go to the right. Change Spot into Flat Spot and ask him to make Spot 
bridge. Then click cocoon. 
 
Look at Kyra, check vital signs (ear cursor on chest), do cardiac massage (cursor in the 
shape of outstretched hand on heart on chest), then give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation 
(cursor in the shape of mouth on girl's mouth), then slap her in the face (hand cursor on 
Kyra's a cheek; if you do this several times as long as you slap her really hard, you will 
get The hands of a healer achievement).  
 
Click Spot and after zooming out use Spot on royal jelly and then on tentacles. Take one 
tentacle and use it for defibrillation (click on Kyra's chest and wait as contour of the circle 
won't be all white). After conversation with girl, being outside pick up a secret message, 
then snatch the message from Kyra. 
 
Dispose of Seeker 

 
When Seeker will turn and won't be looking at Renie, click part of skeleton on the left 
(hideout) to let girl to hide behind it. Then go to the next hideout (to the right), of course 
only when Seeker will turn back to Renie.  
 
Move cursor to the right to free Renie. Go to the next hideout (to the right), this time you 
need to move cursor up to free Renie's shoe. Take spear (near the warning sign), drag 



cursor in the shape of spear and overlay both spear symbols. Move gun-sight on Seeker's 
abdomen and click it. 
 
Go through the door with bird symbol 
 
During the conversation choose whatever options you want. When Renie will fall asleep, 
talk with Janus and Kyra. Look at the message on statue. Talk with Kyra and Janus once 
again. Choose the direction (up or down) where you want to go to find Janus. 
 
No matter what you choose, Noah will come to the sliding gate. Move it (move cursor to 
the right) and go inside quickly before the gate will close. 
 
Inside you will find a door upstairs. To climb up you need three bars which you can use as 
rungs. 
 
At first look at the chandelier's safety bolt (near the grate). Pull it out (move cursor to the 
right). Then look at heavy grate and open it (move cursor up). Go through the grate, Noah 
will appear on the gallery on the left. Look at the closed window. Pull out a rung (move it 
up). Come downstairs (arrow on the second window). Go outside (sliding gate). 
 
Here look at the old well. Put shutter on the well (drag the symbol of shatter and overlay 
both shatters symbols). Click the leaf pile on the left - Noah will find a dog's statue. Put 
the guard dog on the well. (If you check the second leaf pile, you will find another flying 
crab which is necessary to get the achievement).  
 
Climb up on the statue and take snakeheaded waterpipe which is above the well (wait until 
the contour of circle won't be all white). Move sliding gate to the right and go inside. 
 
Calming down snakes 

 
Look at the relief next to exit. It shows (from the left) lute, flute and triangle. Every of the 
instruments can change its size to small, medium or huge. Small lute has two buttons on 
each side , medium has 3, and huge has 4. Small flute has 6 pipes, medium has 8, and 
huge 10 pipes. Triangle has also three versions which are changing in the following order: 
small, medium, huge, once again small etc. 
 
Click them to change their size to small like on the picture above (one click on lute, two on 
flute and two on triangle). When the instruments start to dance, snakes will stop moving. 
Take snakes and use it on the pillar (as rungs). Climb up and go through the door with 
Horus' symbol. 
 
Being next to the crater, take bird whistle lying near the stairs on the left. (When Noah will 
use the whistle to call Horus, you will have the option to control Renie instead of Noah).  
 
Look at the face-shaped stone which is lying under the huge stone - Noah will think he 
recognizes Ralv. (If you pierce the bubble on the left, you will find another flying crab which 
is necessary to get the achievement. If this is the third bug - one was near honey tree and 
second in the pile of leaves near sliding gate - you will get Quite a buggy 
gameachievement). Go to the right (exit the crater).  
 
There is a Seeker, so quickly retreat (to the crater; in other case you will die which is 



necessary to get the achievement). 
 
Close all flowers and chase the Seeker away 

 
While Sam is sleeping examine the chest on the right. When Renie opens it, check what's 
inside and take a Sadwick's hat. Then put it back and take a music box (if you decide to 
drag it, click and move the cursor down). Take a flare gun from the chest, aim at apple (on 
the tree) and shoot (move the gun sight on the apple and click LPM). 
 
When Renie fails with getting Noah's and Sam's attention (if you decide to pull Noah's 
sleeve, click his right hand and move cursor to the left), go up the mountain. 
 
Because the girl can't move the sliding gate, click Spot and ask him to eat 
the mushroom(near the wall). Then go through the small gap in the wall. Spot is allergic to 
pollen and needs to wait outside.  
 
Return to Spot. (You can use Spot on the pile of leaves on the left which is necessary to 
get achievement). Make him Flat and put Spot under the guard dog, them make Balloon 
Spot.  
 
Pick up the shutter (click it and move cursor up), Renie will throw it into the well. (On 
uncovered well you can use Flat Spot which is necessary to get achievement). First flower 
will close itself. Go through the small gap on the other side of the wall. 
 
Use Spot abilities once again and click the heavy grate (on the left). Go through the grate. 
Change Spot into his Flat version and use him on window. This will close the second 
flower.  
 
Being upstairs, click chain (above the grate), Renie will fall down and the chandelier will go 
up which will close the third flower. Click the cursor (in the shape of chain) drag it and 
move on the chain symbol on the grate. Climb up the ladder. Go to the left and click Spot. 
Go through the door with bird symbol.. 
 
Choose any option you want to check Seeker's reaction. Then 'talk to him'. Talk with him 
again and try to throw him into the lava. Click the ear cursor- Renie will find out that he is 
seeking the shard. Exit the crater (to the right). 
 
After conversation with Yngo look at quartz (on the bottom of the screen). When the girl 
with pick up a stone, hit the quartz by using this stone (several times). Go back to the 
crater and use shard on the Seeker. 
 
(If you as Renie pierce the bubble on the left bottom corner of the screen, and you did this 
before as Noah, you will get Bubble Killer Family achievement. If you use Balloon Spot on 
the fountain or lava lake, you will get Master of Thermodynamics achievement.  
 
When Balloon Spot will fly down in the next location, you can turn him into normal and use 
him on prayer mill which is necessary to get achievement.  
 
Then you can make him Flat and come back to Renie. You can use Spot on Yngo as long 
as Yngo is without Ralv which is necessary to get achievement). 
 



Bring Stone Brothers together and open stone gate 

 
When the Seeker runs away, talk with Ralv. Change Spot into Flat Spot and use him as 
on lava fountain near Ralv. Jump on the Spot bridge and jump once again before circle's 
contour will be all white. Try to lift Ralv, but he doesn't won't to be carried, so roll him by 
moving the cursor down. 
 
When Stone Brothers will be together, Renie will find out that to open stone gate she 
needs to properly turn the prayer wheels. One of the prayer mills (near the quartz) is 
broken, the second one is beyond the brambles and the third one is beyond the gap. 
 
(If you use Spot on Ralv when he is near Yngo; on broken prayer mill, twice on quartz, and 
on stone gate, and you have licked four other items before - fartshroom before it will grown 
up, Kyra on the bridge, prayer mill on the pedestal, Yngo when he was alone - you will 
get Lollipop achievement). 
 
Come back to crater. Use Spot on his normal form on lava fountain and with Dragon-Spot 
go back to stone gate. 
 
Use Dragon-Spot on broken prayer mill, Renie will repair it automatically. (You can also do 
the same with Ralv who is sitting near Yngo. If it is Spot doing something unnecessary for 
10 times, you will get Useless but beautiful achievement).  
 
Go to crater once again and change Spot into his Dragon form. Use Dragon-Spot 
on brambles which are growing near the second prayer mill. Try to lift the second prayer 
mill, but it's too heavy. Talk with Yngo and Ralv, you will get to know that there is a magic 
Song of Stones that allows you to lift the stone wheels with one finger. 
 
To get to the third mill, use Flat Spot as a bridge to let Renie get to the plateau where the 
stone is lying. Click the arrow cursor (to the plateau) and being next to the prayer mill click 
it with musical notes cursor. Move stone cursor on the shape of stone which is on the 
prayer mill fitting. 
 
Click the second prayer mill which is near burnt brambles and do with it the same you 
have done with the first one. Finally click the third mill and do the same action. 
 
Because Renie doesn't know which side is left and which right, Stone Brothers will tell her 
a story which indicates how to turn the stones. Click prayer mill fitting to let the story 
begins. 
 
Turning the prayer mills 

 
Looking from the left side prayer mills symbolize: life (prayer mill with sun 
picture), dream (prayer mill with moon picture) and death (prayer mill with no symbols). 
During the story you need to turn the prayer mill with proper symbol, each time you need 
to move cursor to the right. The order of turning is: 

 

 third prayer mill (just one thought away from death); 
 second prayer mill (in sinister dreams); 
 third prayer mill (the closer he slipped towards death); 
 first prayer mill (the boy finally awoke); 



 second prayer mill (it was more beautiful that anyone could imagine); 
 first prayer mill or second or third (the king named his land Silence). 

 
(If as last was turned first prayer mill, you will get Where there is life, there is 
hopeachievement. If as last was turned second prayer mill, you will get Life is but a 
dreamachievement. If as last was turned third prayer mill, you will get Death is a part of 
lifeachievement). 
 
Gate will open, but only a little, so Renie can't get through it. Use Spot in his Flat version 
on the stone gate, then make him Balloon Spot. 
Get the shard 
 
After 'conversation' with Janus you need to get the shard lying in the centre of the location. 
(By clicking Horus you can switch to Renie. You can do this (as Renie) by kicking the wall 
with prayer mills to get the achievement). 

 

 

At first eat some of green secretion from the dragon's bottom right nostril (1), then as 
Sticky Spot pull the rock cork from bottom left nostril (2) by moving the cursor to the left. 
Get into this left nostril (2).  
 
Then get into the nostril above dragon's maw (3). As Blaming Spot burn bottom skin 
sail (4). Now let the dragon to eat Spot by jumping into dragon's maw (5). As five little 
Spotties get inside bottom left nostril (2), and while being on the dragon's back, 
attack tentacle eyes (6). 
 
Then let the dragon to eat you once again. Make Blaming Spot by clicking nostril (3) and 
burn upper skin sail (7). Once again eat some of green secretion from bottom right 
nostril(1). Being on the back get into the upper left nostril (8), leave by sing upper right 
nostril, roll a little bit up (to the left) and stay above the shard (9). Click it and drag cursor 
up. 
 



When the whole group will be together, during the conversation choose whatever options 
you want. When Renie will give you Sadwick's hat, take it. 
 
Chapter Three 
 
Get rid of Seeker 
 
When everybody will run to the cottage, as Renie try to free them from Seeker's company. 
You don't have plenty of time, you need to manage before the Seeker to force the door. (If 
you will be too slow, and the Seeker will kill you, and earlier you killed Sadwick three times 
- after leaving World Worm's maws, during blowing up the bridge, and after coming to the 
stone gate - you will get Sadist achievement). 
 
Use on Seeker ear icon to eavesdrop. Don't try to talk with him, because you don't have 
enough time. Click flying crab (on the peg) to make it fly away. Pick up long rope with 
noose (it's lying just behind Seeker) and use it on him (drag the cursor in the shape of rope 
on the identical shape on Seeker). Move the cursor to the right to tie the rope. The other 
end of the rop  
 
Finally click the rope (the peg near the boat) and pull the Seeker's finger (to the left).e use 
on the boat (by dragging cursor in the shape of rope on the proper symbol). To do this you 
need to keep the circle in the middle of the line as long as the contour will be all white. 

 
Get to Kalimar 

 
When Kyra's idea with the bomb won't work just exactly as she wanted to, you need to find 
a way to get to the city through the moat. Click a plankpart which is lying on the right from 
Janus. Click Spot and throw him on the plankpart on the other side. Use Spot on the upper 
part of the plankpart and order him to drink water from the well (in the passage, on the 
right). Ask Heavy Spot to stand on the plankpart. 
 
Going over the abyss 

 
In Renie's pink vision plan order of going from one desk to another to keep balance. So: 

 

 Renie from right plankpart to the left; 

 Sadwick from right plankpart to the left; 

 Sam from right plankpart to the left; 

 Spot from left plankpart to the right; 

 Janus from right plankpart to the left; 

 Renie from left plankpart to the right; 

 Kyra from right plankpart to the left; 

 Renie from right plankpart to the left. 

 Spot (automatically) from the right desk to the left... well... 

 
When the desk from the right side will fall down order Spot to jump on the plankpart on the 
left (' jump' on the plankpart). Unfortunately, poor caterpillar will fall down into the moat. 



When Noah will stay alone near the gate (being Sadwick now), raise a manhole 
coverdragging cursor up. When Sadwick will freeze for a moment, drag cursor up once 
again to let the boy hide before the Seeker will catch him. 
Wake up Kyra and Renie 
 
Being in the Valley of Fallen Gods, notice that Renie and Kyra turned into statues, one of 
them is below the huge stone head of crying boy (on the left), and the second is between 
two smaller heads on the right. Look also on the lantern which is lying on the bottom of the 
screen (you will need it soon). Through the hole in the huge head go through to the oracle. 
Talk with Shana (choose whatever option you want to). 
 
Candles which are here are life-lights, so you need to find Renie and Kyra's candles to 
make them free from the statue's forms. Click candles on the right - there is Kyra's 
candle(choose proper dialogue's line). (If you start with examining the candles on the 
chandelier or on the bottom of the screen, Sadwick will sneeze, and you will 
get Achoo!! achievement).  
 
When this candle will blink, take it from the others and go outside - you need to give it to 
Kyra. Try to give the candle to Kyra, when that doesn't work, try to put it into the lantern. 
Because the candle is too long, break it twice (click the line). Sadwick will put short 
candleinto the lantern. Use the lantern on statue of Kyra. When shard fells down near 
Sadwick, pick it up. 
 
(If you hear all Sadwick's commentaries about Kyra's statue - you need to click it twice 
after coming to the Valley of Fallen Gods, then three times after talking with Shana before 
you get Kyra's candle; then three times when you have this candle, once when you put the 
candle into the lantern and give it to Kyra, and the last one when you have Renie's candle 
- you will get achievement Shut up, clown!). 
 
Come back to the oracle. Use the shard on candles, then move cursor slowly as you will 
see through them Renie's candle - Sadwick will take it automatically. 
 
Go outside and try to give Renie the candle. Put her candle on the throne (in the middle of 
location) and click statue of Renie. Pull it out by dragging cursor to the right - Sadwick will 
put girl's statue on the right side of the throne. Now take from the throne Renie's 
candleand give it to statue of Renie. 
 
(If you try to put candles in every possible place: Kyra's candle give to Renie, put it on the 
throne, give Kyra candle before putting it into the lantern, put the candle into the lantern, 
give Kyra the candle in the lantern; give Kyra Renie's candle, put it on the throne, and then 
give it to Renie, you will get Fastidious clown achievement). 
 
During the next conversation with Shana choose any of the options you want to. 
 
Escape from captivity 
 
As imprisoned in the cage Spot, make yourself Flat and get through the bars (place near 
the cage pointed as 'escape'). Now change into Balloon form and roll to the left. You will 
get caught, but Balloon Spot will throw away a wig which will fall down near the cage. 
 
Of course make yourself Flat again and get outside the cage. Get under the wig. Lumis 



which are imprisoning Spot aren't very clever and moving won't make them suspicious. 
 
Go under the rubber slingshot (on the left from kettledrum) and pull it by dragging the 
cursor down - Spot will jump on the balloon.  
 
Don't let him fall by trying to set cursor's circle in the middle of the line as long as the 
contour of the circle won't be all white. (If you in every balance check won't fall, you will 
get Artistic master achievement). When Spot will fall down near the exit, click tangled 
balloon. Now you are free. 
 
(For checking all Spot shapes which the gameplay allows you, you will get The Green, the 
Fat, the Ugly achievement). 

 
Catch unruly Lumis 

 
After the accident as Renie who is afraid of jumping on the ground from the balloon, make 
Balloon Spot and point him the place marked as 'jump down'. When Lumis appear, Spot 
will hide.  
 
After their leaving click the 'balloon' on the left side of the tent to call Spot. Through 
the broken pipe (on the left side of the tent) talk with Sadwick. 
 
Then go to the market place on the right. Look through the cover of the sewer - you will 
find a place from where Spot has escaped. Lumis are there and shard too. Unfortunately a 
Seeker will come here too to see what's under the cover. 
 
From the fish booth (on the left) take hook and line. 
 
Come back to the crash site and throw the hook and line into the well (on the left), where 
little thief with the shard has jumped. Pull it out by dragging the cursor to the right. 
Unfortunately nothing was caught - you need a bait. Click Horus, who is sitting on the peg 
above the well to come back to Sadwick. 
 
Come to an agreement with little girls 

 
As Sadwick take coins from the well (if you do this ten times, you will get Unfulfilled 
dreams achievement). Use one of them on the candy vendor to buy lemon drops. Go to 
the right - deeper into the city. 
 
Come to the great wooden gate - someone will shut it. Knock to the gate - two girls will 
appear in the windows on the right. Knock again, they will tell you that they want 
something totally cool for opening the gate. Knock once again, Sadwick will offer money or 
candies. Girls will agree to take candies, but...Knock once again. 
 
Come back to the well and take a balloon (on the right). Go to the city and click the gate by 
using balloon. That won't work either. 
 
Go to fountain and through the pipe (the one which is closer to the candy vendor) talk with 
Renie. Sadwick will ask her what little girls consider as cool, she will say that Lumis. Renie 
will ask about the bait, Sadwick will give her lemon drops. 



 
Catch naughty Lumis and get shard back 
 
As Renie throw the line with lemon drops as a bait into the well and by dragging the cursor 
to the right pull three Lumis out. Give them candies as long as they will be calm (if you skip 
this mini-game and you skipped all before, you will get hidden achievement Done. First!). 
 
Now it's time for Spot who need to take the shard from the boxes, but is afraid of the 
Seeker. 
 
Tip the kettledrum to the right. As usual Spot get into the one of the box of tricks, you will 
get out by using the box as Blazing Spot. Now click rubber slingshot (move cursor down). 
Take the shard from the ground (near the cage). All Lumis will escape from Renie. Go to 
the canals to catch them. 
 
Click bubbles (on the water; near the stairs) - Renie will catch one Lumi, but it runs away 
quickly. Notice second Lumi in a cookie jar. Use the hook and line to catch it (click Lumi by 
using the cursor in the shape of line and drag it to the left). 
 
Come back to the market place (if you kick Seeker's bottom and earlier you kick 6 items: 
TV on the bunker, the carnivorous plant and small skull on swamps; root with flowers near 
the honey tree, honey tree, wall with prayer mills after Spot go through gate, you will 
get Let the boot talk achievement), and back to the crash site (to the left). Put the Lumi 
into broken pipe and go to market place to catch another. 
 
One Lumi is jumping on canvas on the left, try to click it, but it will run away. The second 
one is hiding behind the candy shop (on the left) - when you try to catch it, it will be moving 
between the candy shop and the rotten fruit stand (on the right). Come closer, click Lumi 
(on the right) and quickly move cursor to the left. Click to catch Lumi. 
 
Put this Lumi into the broken pipe. Use the cookie jar (on the right) to won't let them 
escape once again (click the jar, then the pipe and move cursor up). Lumis will stuck in the 
pipe. 
 
Get through the gate 

 
As Spot you need to help to transport Lumis to Sadwick. In a Flat form go through one of 
the boxes of tricks (no matter which one) to jump from the box as five little Spotties.  
 
(If you want to change shape from Blazing or little Spotties just go through one box to 
another). (If by using boxes you will get 4 Spot forms: normal will change into Blazing, 
Blazing into Flat, Flat into Five Little Spotties, Five Little Spotties into normal, you will 
get Mumbo Jumbo achievement).  
 
As Spotties go through the hole in the wall (in the background). You will go out by second 
hole. Move the pump lever down. 
 
When Lumis will jump through the pipe, click them as Sadwick, but they run quickly. (You 
can also catch third Lumi sitting on the wall, but... you can see by yourself). 
Move the bench to the left and down. Take a hook and line from the fountain. Click the 
cursor in the shape of the line on the identical symbol (between pipe and bench). Catch 



both Lumis, go to the city, use Lumis on the gate. As Renie you get the shard back. Go to 
the market place and then to the canals. Change Spot into his Balloon form and throw him 
on the water. 
 
Set sail and choose the right direction 

 
Being on the barge, pull the rope to set sail. Is easier to click the rope when it's moving 
from the right side to the left. Unfortunately it appears that the ship is still moored. Move 
the lever by dragging the cursor down. 
 
After conversation with Kyra (choose whatever option you want) you need to decide: fire 
the cannon (hidden achievement It's nothing personal) or send Spot at Kyra (hidden 
achievement It's not easy being green). 
 
If you choose first option, move the gun sight on the gate and click LPM. If you choose 
second option, change Flat Spot in his usual form and attack Kyra's leg. Being on the sea 
pick up the shard (behind the mast). Move the shard on the sky full of clouds. In the 
bottom on the right side of the screen you will see a lighthouse (click). 
 
When Butterfly Spot will appear and Renie will start to fly (Like a moth in the 
Windachievement), try to fly through holes in the clouds that makes Renie faster. When 
she's flying through fleecy cloud she slows down. 
 

Final 
 
Get to the mirror 
 

When Sadwick is in the deadlock, sacrifice yourself. There is no solution or way to escape. 
 

As Renie being at the top of the lighthouse, go slowly around, you will see bigger stars - 
click them. Use the beam to break all white stars (it will be easier to draw the line without 
them).  Then move the cursor on the sparkling blue star and draw a line to another star, 
then to another - you need to draw a triangle with the apex on the bottom (just like on the 
picture below). 
 

 



Go around as you did before. You will see another star cluster. Do the same you did 
before, but the drawing will be more complicated, it should look like a letter W (like on the 
picture below). 
 

 
 
This time a Seeker will disturb Renie, when you see him, move the shard beam on his 
direction (on the mask) to throw him down. Try not to let him catch Renie, because in that 
case is harder to throw him down. 
 

 
 
 
Then go around and click third star cluster. This time you need to draw something which 
looks a little bit like a house with the roof and two lines on the left and right side (just like 
on the picture above). Be careful because of the attacking you more and more often 
Seeker. 



 

 

 
 
Go around as you see fourth star cluster. This drawing should look like an angular heart 
tipped to the left (like on the picture above). The Seeker is very insistent, so be watchful. 

When the castle will appear, click the arrow. Being in the throne room click the mirror (on 
the end). Talk with False Queen.  
 
Choose between coming back to the reality or staying in the dream world - options 'smash 
mirror' (hand with red marbles; Mirror mirror on the wall hidden achievement) or 'mend 
mirror' (hand with the shard; Home is where the heart is hidden achievement). 
 
In this first case try to wake up Noah, by dragging the cursor to the right... In the second 
case wait as long as the credits will gone. The second ending (which isn't really alternative 
ending, but rather the one which tells you more what really happened) you can see when 
you choose play option again - automatic save will move you to the Renie in the castle.  
 
For better understanding I suggest to watch endings in this order. 
 


